Location: _____________________ Date: ________________

Please describe your current level of information and experience with agriculture:
- □ Beginning, little knowledge of production agriculture
- □ Intermediate, some experience and knowledge of production agriculture
- □ Advanced, many years of experience/knowledge of production agriculture

Please tell us what you think of the New Farmer Training Manual:

*Choosing the Road Less Traveled: An Introduction to Sustainable Farming in Hawai‘i*

What sections of the manual were the most helpful to you?

What sections were the least helpful?

What additional information should be included in this manual?

Overall, please rate this publication in terms of being helpful or informative, and meeting your needs and expectations:
- □ Poor, did not adequately overview sustainable farming in Hawaii
- □ Fair, weak introduction and overview of sustainable farming in Hawaii
- □ Adequate introduction and overview of sustainable farming in Hawaii
- □ Good introduction and overview of sustainable farming in Hawaii
- □ Excellent introduction and overview of sustainable farming in Hawaii

Please use the space below to make any additional comments:
Please tell us what you think of the companion website Links for New Farmers
http://www.ctahr.hawaii.edu/sustainag/newFarmer/links.asp

What sections of the website were the most helpful to you?

What sections were the least helpful?

What additional information should be included in this website?

Overall, please rate this website in terms of being helpful or informative, and meeting your needs and expectations:

- Poor, did not adequately overview sustainable farming in Hawaii
- Fair, weak introduction and overview of sustainable farming in Hawaii
- Adequate introduction and overview of sustainable farming in Hawaii
- Good introduction and overview of sustainable farming in Hawaii
- Excellent introduction and overview of sustainable farming in Hawaii

Please use the space below to make any additional comments: